
NAME ADVISOR THESES

Angharad Ames Mitch Prinstein Relational victimization, depression, and self-injury: An analysis of interpersonal aggression within friendship
Laura Andrews Charlotte Boettiger Attentional abnormalities in abstinent alcoholics
Adrienne Banny Mitch Prinstein The function of intimacy within adolescent friendships
Chelsea Black Stacie Craft Coping skills treatment in children with post-traumatic stress disorder
Megan Bookhout Keith Payne Implicit biases, unconscious movivations, and individual control
Davis K. Brigman Abigail Panter Marital adjustment, commmunication and satisfaction in an alternative marriage style
Charity L. Brown Beth Kurtz-Costes Factors leading to the success of african american youth transition to high school
Cory Clark Roger Mills-Koonce The effects of healthy paternal Involvement and communication on child development
Hally Gorder Mitch Prinstein Friendship quality and friendship reciprocity; its relation to depression, anxiety, and health risk behaviors
Lindsay Guge Martha Cox Protective factors that can mediate the developmental outcomes of children living in poverty 
Daniel Hall Karen Gil Uncertainty and growth in breast cancer survivors
Elenda Hessel Mitch Prinstein Investigating the victim-bully
Lindsey Jannach Donald Lysle The behavioral and biologicval efects of the HIV virus on the central nervous system
Jessica Kaplan Melanie Green The different effects of movies versus books in transportation and how they translate to difference in persuasion and attitude 
Kurtz, Laura Barbara Fredrickson The role of shared laughter in positive emotions and relationship well-being
Jeffrey LaFlam Melanie Green The use of deception in the creation and maintenance of online social networking identities
Kate McIntyre David Penn The impact of social support and SES on treatment outcome among individuals with schizophrenia
Adam Miller Mitch Prinstein Pre-freshman screening for alcohol use affecting adolescent psychopathology
Nicholas R. Miller Joseph Lowman The effect of probability on moral decision-making
Kaicee Ponds Rita Fuchs-Lokensgard Effects of lesions of certain brain areas on conditioned place preference in rats with cocaine addition
Lauren N. Rowell Susan Girdler Differences in pain tolerance and perceived stress levels between asians and caucasians
Allegra Sinclair Mitch Prinstein Teasing in a dyadic adolescent friendship
Stephen W. Styons Melanie Green Identifying the mechanisms involved and replicating the findings of jealousy levels in men over infidelity
Nicholas Wagner Martha Cox Effects of social support and family make up on negative intrusion and positive emotion.
Rachel Wolfowitz Anne Wheeler The relationship between neurodevelopmental and behavioral traits of young children with genetic disorders
Laura E. Ziemer Mitch Prinstein Mental health treatment expectations for the latino population
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